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Eastern amassin
record fire alarm
respond to almost every
alarm, it is the evacuation of
students and faculty members
Eastem's academic build- that repeatedly falters.
ings and residence halls have
"Human nature is a big facracked up more than 60 false tor in the evacuations,"
fire alarms for the 1995 fiscal Hanebrink said. "About the
year so far, according to data third time students have to
collected by the Department of evacuate a building, they
Environmental Health and begin to ignore the alarms.
Safety.
"(In the Carman Hall fire)
The data, which has been some of the upper floors were
recorded since July 1, 1994, reluctant to leave the buildshows that a t.otal of 64 false ing," Hanebrink said. "That
alarms have occurred on cam- could lead to a major disaster."
pus, more than half of the 102
An Oct. 7 fire on the sixth
false fire alarms report.eel dur- floor of Carman Hall's north
ing all of fiscal year 1994. Of tower displaced 45 studenta
the lO'J false alarms in fiscal for nearly two montha ancl
year 1994, the Charleston Fire caused an eatimated $100,000
Department responded to 97.
in damage. Authoriti• detierCampus Safety Officer Gary mined that the fire was
Hanebrink said although the caused by a hot curling iron
city fire department does left on a bed.

By BRIAN BUCllEL
Campus editor

Charleston Fire Chief 'n..
Watson had concerns simiJw
t.o Hanebrink.
"After a few alarms, students get complacent," Wataaa
said. "That can become disutrous."
Watson added that the
number of false alarms that
have occurred this fiscal )Wll'
is less than half the number
from a few years 880·
The most recent false ftre
alarm OD Camp.19 8CSIPlld
the 1.ana
s..11e·~
brink sUl b ......~~
iDg tibia

naw

. ..,
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• See PIRS Page 2

Fundator appointed
new IBHE representatl
By HEIDI KEISLER
Student government editor

John Cox/Staff photographer
tomedtanform Chicago. corifronted the impact
had on marriages as part of his perfomance
night at the Rathskeller in the lower level of the
King Jr:. University Union.

ern to further
ew admissions
of East.em's
standards, last
1988, should soon
to the Council
Affairs for furadministrators
Enrollment Manllohengarten
IU'OillD:lE!nt Managery Committee
have co~piled
· g admissions
next month and
· the evaluation
ata in another
y ... is to gather

d determine the
at change ~d

Glenn Fundator, Student Government vice
president for public affairs, announced plans
at Wednesday's Student Senate meeting to
take over as the student representative t.o the
Illinois Board of Higher Education.
Fundator, who replaced former Vice
President for Public Affairs Matt Giordano
when he transferred out of Eastern last
semester, will i:eplace Gary Owen, who also
left Eastern at the end of last s~mester.
Some Student Government members have
said Owen transferred to the University of
Maryland at College Park with Giordano.
However, the University of Maryland's
Records Office said neither Owen or
Giordano are registered for any classes there.
The deadline for registration is Tuesday.

As vice president for public affairs,
Fundator is responsible for serving as the
student representative to the Board of
Governors, the IBHE and the Charleston
City Council.
The individual holding the position can
either serve in all three capacities or appoint
someone to serve in each role.
Fundator said he will serve as the representative to the BOG and the IBHE, but be
will appoint someone to serve as the represen ta ti ve to the City Council. Giordano
served as the City Council representative last
semester.
Fundat.or said he decided t.o take the position as IBHE representative rather than
appoint someone to serve in the capacity
because "it is my job, I need t.o do it."

" See nunmtT ~a

'Zero-tolerance' law t o t--·
Alcohol Task Force agen

see what the impact would be
of raising the standards
again," Hohengarten said.
The committee, formed in
December 1993, is comprised
of about 20 administrators,
today at 7:30 p.m. in the
faculty and staff. English pro- By TRAVIS SPENCER
C!ty
editor
Council
Chambers of the
fessor Tim Shonk serves as
Municipal
Building, 520
its chairman.
·
The new "zero-tolerance• Jackson Ave.
Lou Hencken, vice presi•rm giving a presentation
dent for student affairs, said -law and choosing additional
workers
will
top
the
agenda
to
the task force about the
a review of the admissions
for
tonight's
Charleston
zero-tolerance
law," said
change is more than an evalTritsch, a counselor at Eastuation of data. It includes an Alcohol Task Force meeting.
The recently hired task ern'$ Counseling Center. •1
assessment of the effect on
force
grant coordinator, Tim won't go int.o too much de~,
students, especially those
Tritsch,
said he would· meet but I'll give them the basic
who barely meet the current
the members of the task force information."
admissions standards.
Under the zero-tolerance
•1 think sometimes the for the first time tonight and
present
them
with
a
new
alcolaw,
drivers under 21 found
admissions policy we have
now is too cut and dried," hol-related law that took with even a trace of alcohol on
their breath will have their
Hencken said. •1 think we effect Jan. 1.
The
task
force
will
driver's
licenses suspended
'.",
· ·.
·-~ ·
.

m-

for three months. Lat.er ·
tions of the law can nsult in
longer suspensions.
Tritsch and another put.
time employee, who ham t
been chosen yet, will be paid
with a portion of the $29,000
grant from the Illinois Department of TralllporiatilB to
fund the group.
Task force Chairmaa ~
Rennels said the
·
from the grant rml8 a
30, ending the emplo~

mr the two~_...,_
ee&..

I
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dent indifference to fire
alarma, Hanebrink said the
university is trying to
improve evacuation procemn. in both academic build- ·
iDga and residence balls.
"'This is a crucial system to
protect life and property,"

Hanebrink said. "We give the
residence hall assistants dire
training to practice the drills.
Residence halls are set up to
try to get students to evacuate aft.er every alarm."
In addition to the issue of
student protection, the university also has monetary
stakes in each false fire alarm

report.eel.
"There are arrangements
between the university and
the city," Hanebrink said. "It
is an annual fee between the
city and the university.
Eastern pays that fee
whether there are no calls or
several calls.
Watson said he does not

Student

labels t
know how much the university pays the city for the service.
"I've never really sat down
to calculate how much it costs
to answer a call," Watson
said. "You would have to look
at the wear and tear on the
vehicles along with the manpower involved each time."

•

"From Page 1

"I'm the first to admit, I'm not an
expert in the IBHE field," he said. "But I

p)an to school mysel( and I will be getting an assistant."

Student Body President Blake Wood
said he believes Fundator will be an
effective representative and won't have
any problems serving in the position.
"He's very well informed about the
board, and he has a very good work
ethic," Wood said. "He's very organized
and manages his time well."
All executive members of Student
Government receive tuition waivers for
their duties.
Also at last night's Student Senate

meeting:
• The senate tabled a resolution to
create a position for a senate secretary
to serve on all senate committees, record
and maintain minutes and attendance
records for senate meetings and assist
the senate with general office operations.
Senate member Deanna Smothers
asked the senate if anyone would volunteer to take the position, but no members were willing.
These duties were previously carried
out by the Student Government chief of
staff, but the position was abolished during the restructuring of the Student
Government executive branch that took
effect this semester.

Michelle Gaddini, vice president for
student affairs, said she is disappointed
that no one volunteered to serve as secretary. Gaddini served as chief of staff
last semester.
"It's really not that time consuming,•
she said. "How hard is it to take notes
and type?"
Senate Speaker Chris Boyster said
"there is a really desperate need" for a
secretary, and he hopes a senate member will volunt.eer to take the position.
"I think it blows that we don't have a
secretary," he said.
• The senate voted down a resolution
calling for a transportation committee to
investigate the fairness and safety of all
campus parking spaces and traffic signs.

Eastern ________________
•FromPage 1

need to look at those borderline cases."
ut!:-Slm .aaid. he w:ould
faculty revi9117
llllill•••ili•llM fioasaess
..-1'-oationa of students
who might be rejected under
the inflexible admissions
policy Eastern now has.
Hohengarten said longrange plans for the universiare aimed at that effort.

Hohengarten said a goal
of the university's strategic
plan is to raise significantly
the minimal American
College Test score for admittance into Easte~.
· "One of the reasons this
($tudy) hae come about is
this is one means of moving
us to (the strategic plan)
goal," Hohengarten said.
Eastern's current admissions standards require
entering freshmen to rank
in the u~per one-half of

their high school class and
have a composite ACT score
of 18. Prior to 1988, the
admissions
standards
required an ACT score of 17.
The current evaluation is
focusing on how the change
in admissions standards
affected the students who
entered under the new standards, Hencken said.
"We are simply looking
into how students with certain ACT scores (succeed in
college)," Hencken said.

Mter the evaluation is
completed, it will be turned
over to the CAA, where all ·
academic policy is made.
Doug Bock, CAA vice
chairman, said a proposal
generated earlier this year
to raise admissions stan~·
dards was rejected by the
council.
"The council said we're
not going to consider anything until we see what
effect the last change has
had," Bock said.

Alcohol~~~~~~-----'--------t From Page 1
Rennels said the task force will also
discuss choosing someone for the second position.
He said the employee would enter
DUI convictions into a computer so
Coles County authorities could have
accurate statistics for public
announcements and reports. The job
would pay $9.62 an hour for about 20
hours a week.
.
Rennels said the grant requires the
task force to review DUI reports in

the Coles County State's Attorney's junior high and college .students,
office for accuracy and promptness.
Rennels said.
The task force will also discuss a
"Education, prevention and awareDodge drunk driving simulator car ness programs are the main issues the
scheduled to come to Charleston High task force will be Jooking into,"
School in April.
Rennels said.
"This gives the students the opporTritsch said the group won't handle
tunity to see what it's like to drive alcohol permits and related issues like
drunk," Rennels said.
the previous task force.
The new task force, which replaces
"We will inform the general public
the task force that recommended ·rais- and try to get into the schools with
ing the bar-entry age to 21, has 11 prevention and safety programs,"
members.
Tritsch said. "Since the grant is from
The group will focus on creating the Department of Transportation,
alternatives to alcohol for high school, there's a definite tie to traffic safety.•
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change
WASHINGTON (
The government sa
time to take the •
label off chickens so
you can bowl with th
But a package of
chickens might still
little crust of ice,
mention the rosy p ·
that turns off some
pers.
Filling a gap in i
lations, the Depart
Agriculture propose
nesday that chicke
turkeys can't be
fresh if they wer
chilled below 26 d
Fahrenheit. It could
year, however, befo
proposal takes effect.
Poultry fails the
test at 26 degrees,
you can touch it
doesn't spring back.
"It was the comm
thing to do and the
thing to do," said
Rosenfeld, a con
a.dvocate
with
Washington-based
Public Voice.
The National
Council, the ind
trade group, did not
diately respond to a
for comment. Press
the industry quas
effort to impose th
regulatio:Q six years
Right now, birds
chilled to an inside
ature of zero and
considered fresh.
industry denies tha
get that cold bee
costs so much to chill
The departmen
'birds labeled as
were more likely
chilled to 20 or 26
to keep them from
and draining durin
distance truck hauls.
But critics said 1
were nonetheless pa
cents to a $1 per
more for fresh bir
were in fact some ·
If the new rul
through, the poult
dropped below 26
would have to be la
previously frozen.

An advertising dollar

Is a terrible thing to wastet
Plant your roots
firmly in the Community
and watch your sales grow.

tegic plan
continuing
Eastern faculty members, is a
program that looks to guide the

level plans are
n said, because
short-term goals
&1awhole.
• plan, which has
~ersial among

university into the year 2000
through departmental evaluation.
.Each academic ,department
submitted plans Nov. 15, and the
department deans and direct.ors
finalized reports based on these
plans Dec. 15. The president's
and vice-president's office's are
expecOOd to have the plans completed. by the end of this month.
Eastern President David
Jorns said last month that the
only problem the university has
faced is that a majority of the
university does not know enough
about the plan to be involved.
"Many of the people who are
involved are very busy and
unavailable to devote time to the
plan," Jorns said. "We want
everybody who will be affected
by the plan to be involved in
determining their own futures."
Nilsen said she is pleased by
how smoothly each department
is complying with the planning..
"I am so pleased with the
quality and amount of thought
that the lower levels are putting
into their plans," Nilsen said.
"This has surpassed what we
originally expecOOd.

John Cox/
photographer
Andy Hickey, a Spring Markettng representative, asks Eastern students to sign up for
the Sprint telephone serotces in the main hallway of the Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union. Hickey said his tenclctty has yet to pay off. however; with only one out of every l 0
students he approaches signing up for the serotce.

system changes addresses RHA to discuss two
February co.~
·

pertinent medical information that might aid
emergency workers.
The medical data the representatives are
with rural addresses will be given gathering will be accessed immediat.ely when a
addresses by the time the new caller dials 911.
cmline, officials say.
'llie new system may have the ability to locate
have a street-type address, and it immediately the residence hall that students are
mailing: said Coles County Board calling from, Roberts said.
Yow.
However, the 911 system and the phone comCoJes County Board member and pany won't have the ability to identify ·cl.early
911 board, said the new addresses each individual residence hall room when stueffect for at least a yem:
dents dial 911, Roberts said.
· the address change is a necessary
Campus Police Chief Tum Larson, Eastern's
• the system residents voted for in :representative on the 911 board, said a method
referendum.
to collect and maintain students' special medical
1 wu voted on by the people, they information has not yet been defined, but it isn't
with the enhanced system," Sidwell a pressing issue at this time.
· ·
advanced system tells you exactly
"We shouldn't be concerned because the BYBcaller is located the instant 911 is tem won't be in operation for at least another
year, and most of the students will have moved
the new addresses, this wouldn't be to other locations," Larson said.
ell said.
.
Larson said there are a few ways that the
comes along, you kind of upset information might be gathered.
apple cart," Sidwell said. "If there is
"How the information will be collected from
progress, change has to take place. East.em students whether it is door to door or
is necessary."
through a survey that comes with the phone bill
the benefits of the system far out- will be ironed out in time.
linlnml7ellie.!DOOS of implementing it.
Construction beglJ!l last month on the baserural addresses will help emergency ment of the 2,200-square-foot rect.angular brick
callers quickly and accurately.
building, Roberts said.
l)ln!llellt.atives have finished gathering
Last week, the Coles County 911 Emergency
from all of the rural residents north 'Thlephone System Board approved a set of draw'l'bey will now move into towns like inp for the dispat.cll center, which is being built
ind are expected to reach Charleston, on Coles County Airport grounds on Route 16.
Oakland sometime this summer.
The 911 Board will lease the property from the
workers will be verifying residents' airport authority for $94 dollars a year on a 20lddresses and phone numbers. year lease with an option to renew for another 20
• will be distributed. to collect any years.

At its first meeting of the
semester
tonight,
the
Residence Hall Association will
discuss two February conferences its ipembers will attend.
The m·eeting will be at 5
p.m. in the Stevenson Hall

lobby.
Jen Szemiot, the newly
elected president of East.em's
RHA, said the group will host
a conference Feb. 3-5 called
"No Frills" for its national communication coordinators from
Illinois, Indiana, Michigan,
Wisconsin and the Canadian
province of Ontario.
Fifteen members of the RHA
will also attend the Illinois
Residence Hall Association
St.ate Conference Feb. 10-12 at
Parks College in St. I.Duis.
Szemiot said the group is
currently comprised of about
70 members but is always
looking for new members.

-&11Amilll•1. . .
imp?OYe the bilh •llml'I
living on campus ancl to

student needs and meat~
she said. "New memben
more than welcome to~
The RHA meetll .,..._
1hunday at 5 p.m. in a
ent residence hall 811dl ...._
Sumrlot said although
deals primarily with i11u
affecting residence h.n.
other areas of campUI, 1tudents do not have to live
campus to join the group.
At its last meeting of fall
semester, the RHA elect.ed new
executive members. Ofticen
elected were: Szemiot, prell
dent; Matt Thrun, vice premident; Missy Neuhaus, secretary; T.J. Frey, treasurer and
Jaime McCaffrey, national
communication coordinator.

Correction
In a story on Page 1 of Ttiesday's edition, the name of tile
daught;er of Justin Grady, a math instruct.or who died MC!llmlill
was not listed among surviving family memberL OrMy
three sons and a daughter, Elizabeth Grady ofM;nneapolia

THURSDAYS SPECIAL
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Multiculfuralisril more than a catch phr
1833, the American Antl-

Editor's note: 1he following
woo the lltst plac.e essay In the
upper dMslon olthe English
Department's Cultural Dlvetslty
Essay Contest. 1he News will
pdnt the llrst plaa winner of the
/owerdMslon ~ 1hwsday.

Society was founded by a

"An apprecia-

The human race, like the
worid that surroUnds It, 1s comprised of a beautiful array of col- Heidi
ors and cultures. Many lnc:IMdu- _.. lbl
als within the human race share A.e
er

Ubrary funding
.........uld provide
....stern respect
After years of being forced to come up
With makeshift funding sources and IMng on

a bOttom llRe, Booth Library may finally
receive the funding It deserves.
1he llllnols Board of Higher _Education Is
planning to give the library more than $ t 5
million for lmprove'D..11.a*.-...
ments and an expan..maa-..,.a. ~ sion. On Tuesday, the
board approved $ t
mllllon to set In motion the early stages of
the expansion.
The budget allocation will allow Eastern to
"• ""8o klfrastructure Improvements, .equipr
es and begin wor~ on a
,
tbot computer center.
IBHE. officials are saying the funding will
cillow the library to become a model in electronic storage and retrieval. Once the expansion Is complete, Booth Library may actually
be mentioned In the same breath as the
llbrary at the University of Illinois at Urbana-

fcal

tion for a variety of cultures
is essential. in
today's soci-

ety. "

New Englander with the
ofBrttlsh antt-staveiy lead
With the help of aver
250,000 freed slaves, this
ntzation fought to end s1
the United states and gain
greater equality for blades.
1848, men and women
together at the Seneca Falls
Convention to press for
women's rights and abolish

basic charactertstlcs which
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - cr1mlnatlon against \ANV"""'c
deftne their culture: such as color, gender, religion, age
There was no room for wltural factions In these
and sexual preference.
putes. The only focus was on who was fighting for
No two lndMduals, however, share the same mind,
was right and who was perpetuating what was
the same gifts, or the same heart. By disregarding any
By coming together and -working together, thew
person, let alone an entire group of persons, based on
achieved their goals and paved the way for future
these character1stlcs. we are cheating ourselves and the
atlons.
generations that follow us.
The challenges fadng a multl-a.iltural society are
An appreciation for a variety of cultures Is essential In
be Ignored. The United States, founded on the p
today's society. To appreciate a person's culture, we
that all men are created equal and should enjoy the
must look at him or her with open eyes and an open
dom to practice whatever wlture they see flt, Is a
mind. Color, religion, sexual preference and other aspects example of these challenges.
of wlture are not characteristics to be "looked past."
While dvil rights are dearly stated In the Cons
They should be noted, respected and understood: only and segregation among wltures Is plainly c;>utla
then can a person's culture be truly appreciated. Once
complete cultural harmony Is far from existent. In
this Is achieved, we will discover the benefits of a multiInstances. lndMduals are still Judged by their color,
wltural society.
der, religion and sexual preference. Rada! tension Is
The opportunities offered to society by a mixture of
veiy high In this country, and while discrimination
wltures can be compared to many facets of that society.
hlblted by the law, the law doesn't always dictate
For example, a llbraiy Is only truly beneftdal If It provides
we think.
'
a large number of books representing a variety of facts,
The biggest challenge facing a multl~al
viewpoints and opinions.
opening the minds of those who live In that society
A company Is only successful If It Is comprtsed of dlfmust be done patiently and diligently through ed
ferent sections and levels, all working together. A family
and understanding.
Is only happy If each of Its members Is Included, respectIt has been said that we fear that which we don't
eel and loved. The same can be said of sodety. A whole
understand. By learning to accept, appreciate and
Is equal to the sum of Its ~· If the qualities, Intellect
maney understand those who differ from us, we
and heritage of a wlture are neglected. the entire human
only overcome the challenges of multl-a.ilturallsm,
race will ultimately suffer.
also reap Its benefits.
For the opportunities of multiculturalism to be fully
taken advantage of, the cultures must also work together.
- Heidi Ke/bier Is student government editor
A brief look at Ame~can hlstoiy will illustrate this fact. In
guest columnist for 1he Dally Eastern News.

•••••
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Champaign.
And It has been a long time coming.
A llen Lanham, dean of library services,
said the Idea of a major expansion has been
on the minds of library officials since the
1980s. But because of the lack of funding,
the university has
forced to focus on
other areas deemed as bigger priorities.
·1 have been at Eastern for four years, and
this project was on my desk w hen I first
arrlVed, Lanham said. "This Idea dates back
Into the t 980s, but this ls as far as we have
ever got with It."
During that time, It ls possible university
officials did not consider what a state-of-theart, quality library can do for a college.
A university library Is often the symbol of
an Institution. It puts the "learning" In the
catch-phrase "higher learning."
If a school ls able to boast the latest equipment. ac.cesslblllty to updated lnfoq-natlon
r array of periodicals, recruitment
M! made much easier.
Any Improvement made to a library Is a
good Idea. And this ambitious project could
a renewed respect for Eastern - which
has also been a long time coming.

been

Fo~er stUdent says

to make sure your

transcripts get sent
Dear editor:
This Is a copy of a letter sent by
me to Eastern's Records Office
regarding a mix-up with my final
transcripts. I think people might
find It Interesting that Eastern students encounter problems with the
offices on campus even after they
leave.
Here's the letter:
Dear department head:
I attended your university from
the fall of 1992 through the spring
oft 994. 1his spring. I requested
that my llnal transcripts be sent fol-

lowing commencement of the
semester. At this time, I also paid
the required processing fee. The
said transcripts were never sent
·and have thus delayed my legistratlon at Sangamon State University.
When /learned about this problem last week, I telephoned your
q!!f~_to leam .~y. the !T!l!'~!IP.~

Iourturn
were never sent. I was told that I
requested transcripts In December
or January which would have
lnduded the fall t 992 setn!!5ter
through the fall t 993 semester.
1hls Is correct.
However, another computer
ently teCOlded that transcrtpts
were sent again In March. These
transcrtpts "tNOUld have Included
the SNne semestetS as the llrst
request, Ifyour records are correct.
I did make a request for transcripts to be sent following com- .
mencement of the spring t 994
semester around March.
Apparently these transcripts were
mistakenly sent earlier than requested. I was told by you that I
would have to send another request for transcripts along with a
$4 processing fee before they would be sent.
It should no t be the respons/b/11ty of the student to pay for m/9-'

taJces made In the records
Eveiyone malces mlstaJces

time to time and I hope .
problem can be remedied
as possible.

Letter policy
The Dally Eastern News

ages letters to the editor
Ing any local, state, na
International Issue. ·
Letters should .be less
words. For the letter to be
the name of the author, In
to the author's address and
phone number, must be I
If necessary, letters will be
according to length and
the discretion of the edit
tor or editor In diief.
Anonymous letters will
printed.
·
If a letter has more than
authors, only the names of
three will be printed.
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.,......ya calls for peace Documents portra
·a (AP) - Pale and weary,
ident came out of hiding
-m.ttAMI his fbrces couldn't beat
sian army that has turned
smoking ruin littered with
Dudayev was summoning
hideout on the outskirts of
fighting raged in the city's
Rm!Sjan soldiers and Chechen
other Mth guns and rockets
· palace, once the center of

tr independence.
anes roared overhead and
dodged artillery as they scut-

positions in and around the

not negotiate peace unless Russian forces first

Mtbdrew.
.
In Moscow, the Russian parliament reconvened after a three-week break, and a succession of deputies arose to lambaste the government's decision to send troops to Chechnya.
"The country is in
said reformer Boris

crisis:

Fyodorov, calling for a vote of DO confidence. "We
have no executive authority, we have DO army.
The army leadership has shown the army's total
inability to act.•
One lawmaker said Russian forces appeared
en ·route to a Pyrrhic victory; another said at
least 1,500 Russian soldiers had been killed in
the month-old offensive. to quash Chechnya's
secession drive.
In Brussels, the NATO allies urged Mosoow to
end the violence and negotiate a peaceful solu-

tion.
Dudayev, a former Soviet air force general
who declared Chechnya's independence from
Russia in 1991, said the Chechen hunger for
independence could not be destroyed. but "the
issue now is to st.op the military action and stop
the senseless casualties from both sides, senseless casualties and senseless destruction.•

group promotes reading
Tuesday in the Rathskeller
of the Martin Luther King
Jr. University Union.
160 Eastern
Reader's Theater, a comstly elemen- mon tool used by elemenmajors, with tary school teachers, uses
est in reading spontaneous drama to stimed together to ulate interest in reading.
astern Illinois
The event is free and
Student Reading open to interested students.
The council is a subsidiary of the East Central
VOOdtlOll, a senior Reading Council based in
education ma- Charleston.
e group's main
In addition to the Readinteraction with er's Theater, the group will
in the field of also elect officers for the
nd to act as a spring · semester Tuesday
exploration of night.
trends in . readOfficers will be elected
each semester to allow more
students the experience of
running a group, Goodson

said.
Other upcoming Reading
Council events include a
winter program on Feb. 15
titled "Images for Learning:
Integrating Arts into the
Curriculum" and the Illinois
Reading Council's 27th Annual Reading Conference,
scheduled for March 16-18
in Springfield, said membership coordinator Lori
Veseling, a senior elementary education major.
Goodson said meetings
are not scheduled on a regular basis but are called as
needed. Meeting notices are
posted in the Buzzard
Building, and education
professors usually inform
classes of upcoming meetings.

Simpson as abusive

LOS ANGELES (AP) O.J. Simpson threw his exwife out of a moving car,
beat her during sex and
threatened to cut off the
heads of her boyfriends,
according to entries from
her diary and other explosive documents released by
prosecutors Wednesday.
The documents were
filed as part of a hearing on
whether to let the jury listen to evidence of longstanding violence in Simpson's relationship Mth Nieole Brown Simpson.
The papers portray
Simpson as fiercely jealous
and filled with rage, and
allege that 17 years of abuse and degradation ended in Ms. Simpson's murder.
Defense attorney Gerald
Uelmen argued that the
June 12 stabbing deaths of
Ms. Simpson and her friend
Ronald Goldman have all
the hallmarks of a drugrelated slaying and that
evidence of violence in the
S~pson household ~ irrel;
evant and would prejudice
thejury.
"Where is there any similarity between a bedroom
argument in which both
parties had been drinking
and the argument wa1.into a slapping inci•ent,
and the slashing ef two
people's throats on a sidewalk?" Uelmen asked.
The jurors, who were
ordered sequestered before
the arguments began, were
safely tucked away at their
undisclosed hotel.
The documents include

entries from Ms. Simpac81
diary and excerpts froai Wters from Simpson.
Among other thingll, the
documents say Ms. Simpson's house keys were
stolen from her home abcNt
two weeks before she md
Goldman were slashed to
death, and Simpson w..
carrying the keys when a.
was arrested five days
later.
The documents also inelude a previously unreported statement from a
person at Ms. Simpson's
funeral who said Simpson
uttered over her casket:
"I'm sorry ... I'm sorry ... I
loved you too much." Prosecutors said police r•
sponded as many as niM
times to domestic abuff
calls from Ms. Simpson.
Ms. Simpson's diary
quotes Simpson as ca1Un1
his pregnant wife a •fat
ass," demanding she get m
abortion and once beating
her while they had sex.
The papers also say tW
after a night of drinking in
the summer of 1989, Simpson hit Ms. Simpson aad.
threw her out ol a . ._Ir

Queetlon
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Knowledge
Open Mon-Sat 9-1

Drink Specials
Dally

-----------FtHpringfteld ~akcy
Sat· Sman Alke

LUDQI SPECIALS
• Grilled undel"loln with
,;up of eoup or ealad
• Beef and noodlee, real
maehed potatoee,
vegetal11e and roll
• 5plna,;h and ,;heeee
omelette, muffin and
,;hok;e of fnllt or ealad
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•PotRoaet
GREAT BREAKFASTS
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409 7dl St.• 3'5-7427
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SPRINGFIELD (AP) Tlae Rew 89th General
ssembly was sworn in
y with Republicans holding the majority iii the
!lauae for the first time in a
. . . . years.
Republicans expected to
elect Rep. Lee Daniels of
Elmhurst as the new House
1peaker. In the Senate,
where the GOP added to
their majority, Senate
President James "Paten
Philip, was expected to be
re-elected.
-We can't afford to squander this opportunity, we owe
it to our children," Daniels
laid in prepared remarks. "I
a1k you to join me in our
Illinois Agenda."
Sen. Denny Jacobs, DEa1t Moline, said House
Democrat.a are "really down"
a1 th'e y face their new
minority status. "They're
moaning and groaning.
They've got to remember
(Democratic)
Speaker
(Michael) Madigan was not
the kindest person to the
Republicans."
Republicans don't expect
t.o push through any legislation in their first week. After
tioda.T• swearing in lawmakea are to get their new
and then on Thursday
listen to Gov. Jim Edgar's
State of the State address.
Democrats expect heated
ar1uments with the new
Rauae nutjority on Thursday
Bepublicails propose new

Daniels, GOP take
over Illinois House
SPRINGFIELD (AP) From the balloons and flowers to the trumpets and
trombones of a jazz band,
Republicans didn't just take
control of the House of·
Representatives on Wednesday, they rejoiced.
At the center of the giddy
celebration was Lee
Daniels, who ascended to
the post of Speaker.
Republicans treated him
like a modem-day Moses,
who delivered the GOP
from 12 years of Democratic
domination. His colleagues
greeted him with hugs and
kisses as he climbed to the
Speaker's podium for his
acceptance speech; others
threw confetti and raised
·their fists into the air.
When the Capitol fire
alarm was tripped twice;
Rep. Ron Stephens, R-Troy,
gave his own interpretation. ·
"The irony of the fire
alarm going off should not

411!.._

dropped on their desks with
little warning.
"I don't have this huge
store of resentment I've built
up over the years," said Rep.
Mary Lou Cowlishaw, RNaperville. "For. a lot of us
aaJ~..J~1111•ittees there is a feeling of compas'!lf~~
8iea for a lot of the Demoii
•1e111tu sat.a who suft'ered under the
•llll*l!Mi•~.. llillll.
speaker almost as much as
OOP lawmakers say we did."
Democrats need not worry
For the black and Histoo much about retaliation panic members of the House
for the way Madigan treated - all Democrats - the
Republicans. Under the changeover will be particuChicagoan, many GOP bills larly dramatic. They held
Mf9r made it to a floor vote, eight committee chairmanud huge amendments were ships in the old House. Now,

be missed because it has
been Lee Daniels th,t has
kept the ember glowing
during all these years and
today it has been ignited... ~
We welcome the glow of
that fire," Stephens said.
Families of the 118 represen ta tives packed the
House floor as the oath of
office was administered.
Bouquets of roses, carnations and daisies graced the
desks of most Republicans;
the desks of many Democrats went bare.
However the family of
Rep. Jeffrey Schoenberg, DEvanston, did not show up
empty handed. They
arrived with boxes of candy,
flowers . and noted one
advantage of serving in the
minority. With the 64
Republican representatives
squeezed into one half of
the House chamber, the 54
Democratic representatives
can spread out.
their number has increased
by two to 18 but the chairmanships vanish as their
party becomes the minority.
"I've rejected any attempt
to blast (Republicans)," said
Rep.
Monique Davis, a black
Chicago Democrat who has
chaired the House Committee on Labor and Commerce.
"It'd be stupid. They won,
and they'll be there for two
years." Democrats have few
illusions about their predicament in a chamber now
ruled by a 64-54 GOP majority.

California awash with floods
MALIBU, Cali£ (AP) - More than a week of

t.o their car doors.
A sewer line coDapeed in Industry, 2'J miles
east of downt.own Los Angeles, creating a large
sinkhole that swallowed a car.

n1in. left Southern California roads under a
foot or more of murky water Wednesday,
opened huge sinkholes in freeways and
brought production of some of TV's glamour
Neighbors lowered a ladder into the hole
abawB to a halt.
and the driver escaped with minor injuries.
Eight deaths statewide have been blamed Other sinkholes were reported throughout Los
aa nine days of st.arms that have dropped more Angeles County.
than a foot of rain in some-areas, caused up t.o
The Pacific Coast Highway was shut down
*26 million in damage and forced the evacua- in Malibu after a widening crack was discovtion of thousands of people from the wine ered in an aging bridge over the swollen
country north of San Francisco to the fire-rav- Malibu Creek.
.,..i hUlsidee of Southern California.
Farther down the highway, at Tuna Canyon,
Emergency crews and homeowners used a the road was blocked by tons of dirt from a colbrief respite in the weather to clear muck and lapsed hillside. Tract.ors scooped up the debris,
debris, fortify sandbag barriers and fill sink- and dump trucks unloaded it on the beach.
holes. But more rain was expected late
Coat.eel with a tbitk better of mud, Malibu
WedneadaY and Thµrsday, and forecasters said looked like a war ZCllle with hill8 still scarred
a stronger st.arm was off the coast, poised to from the devastating wildfires of November
1998 and beach homes fortified with sandbags.
• strike over the weekend.
-We love this house and we love this city,
Pepi Kelman went in search of shovels to
but today I've got to tell you, we hate this dig mud away from her Pacific Coast Highway
rain," said Deedee Gene of Altadena, 10 miles home.
northeaet of Los Angeles.
"Every time this happens, you think about
She kept a wary eye on the soaked l~foot leaving," Kelman said. "Then the sun comes
lailWde above her backyard, where she and out, the mud is cleared away and the ocean is
lllr huaband bad dug a trench and laid pipe t.o beautiful and you don't want to go away.•
~ wat.er nmning toward their yard.
Storm-relat.ed deaths includecl a Marine on ·
President Clinton, who declared 24 maneuvers at Camp Pendleton in San Diego
Clalibnia counties disaster areas, was sched- County. The body of Lt. Col. Harry Murdoch,
ul8d to visit cm Monday anyway to commemo- 43, was found four milee downstream from
rate the fint anniversary of the Jan. 17 Los where he was swept away by a raging creek
Anpl88 earthquake.
while trying to find a crouing for about 79 of
-You are a people who come together .in his Marines..
times of crisis," Clinton •aid in Washington.
Hollywood shut down several Malibu shoots
American people are with.you."
because of the rain, including the TV shows
The weather created havoc in freeway- "Diagnosis Murder," "Models Inc." and the TV
••dent Southern California as motorists movie "Showgirls." A commercial for the juice
t. aavipte roads with pools of water up Sunny Delight also was scrubbed.

•RENT
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• Free Delivery
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University 6oard Needs You
Comedy Coordinator
position available
Po6ition involve6 contracting
nationally known comedian to campu6.
Pick up application in Rm 201, Univ. Union
Sign up for interview time
when you drop off applic;ation
11 a.m. on Tues. Jan 17.
Thi6 i6 a volunteer po6iton.

Thursday at

~arty's

~~~ttJ All Beef Gyros

w!Marty's Fries s299
,$1 25 Bottles
Tonite:
Marty's own Smothered Fries
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Thursday,Ja& 12
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t the President
Galesburg citizens ask Clinton questions, discuss proble. ...,.(AP) - Walter Elrod

speech, he spent 45 minutes talking

t.es with one of the most with 17 people from the area - stucm earth and came away

dents, businessmen, fact.ory workers,
st.ore clerks.
Participants describe it as a relaxed
does speak t.o the common discussion in which the president wantand then, and he is a ed t.o bear about their backgrounds and
- not just a figure on experiences, particularly experiences
"I was as comfortable as relevant t.o his push t.o make college and
job-training available t.o more people.
Clinton then sat back and fielded
questions about his proposals.
Cynthia Penningt.on, a 41-year-~ld
Bill Clint.on is a pretty

nursing student, already knew she

Officials at Galesburg's
Sandburg College gave the --~rm•
cation expenses. She had doubta, House a list of those t.o include ia
though, about another part of his discussion - and gave people cm th8
"Middle Class Bill of Rights• - offering a friendly warning not t.o hang up
vouchers people can use t.o obtain job any "crank call• from the White Bame.
training.
Once participants were cboaEn by
She came away a believer.
White House, anything was fair . . .
"You don't want to pit one class for the discussion, said Elrod, a 34against another,' she said. "This is not; old l}ledical student.
aimed at just the middle class, because
"They didn't screen any queatiomo
the vouchers would be for the lower There were no restrictions w~
class, for job retraining programs.•
he said.
liked the idea of tax deductions for edu-

Exhibit
features
prejudic
CHICAGO (AP) - lm&lil'11111
taking your 8-year-old child
a Saturday afternoon museum
outing. Once there, the Yoaatster boards a school bus tm.d

with prejudice - derogatory
names like "fatso" and •mpple:
The bus is part man edill*
planned at the Chicago Children's Museum and aimed u
teaching 8 to 12-year-olda
about prejudice and ctiscrbai-nation.

............
-someone

t....tbap~··.....

llkl. t6 ·~111!!!91

John Cox/Staff photographer
(le.ft), a Junior edu.catfon mqjor, and Brad Doran. a sophomore pre-business mq/or. make sure the Ford
anr11r1nn brake doesn't give before they walk past the snow banked car Wednesday q/temDon fn the Stevenson
lot.
.

archers work to smooth aging
DHEA, produced a general feeling of wellbeing in patients who took small doses
over six months.
Far from a wishful fimtasy, DHEA is
the br ainchild of Dr. Emile-Etienne
Baulieu, esteemed invent.or of the RU486
abortion pill, whidi bas withst.ood the test
of time and controvetay.
"DHEA won't make people live longer,
but it will improve the quality of life over
a longer period of time and will postpone
some of the unpleasant effects of aging,
such aa fatigue and muscle weakness:
Baulieu said in an interview Wednesday
at his Paris laboratory.

Baulieu isolated DHEA more than 30
years ago while working on testosterone
and estrogen, the sex hOl'Dlones of which
the compound is a key component.
Baulieu gives most of the credit for the
subsequent advances on aging t.o Yen,
noting that the American's publications
went virtually unnoticed in the United
Stat.es last June.
The French media have given big headlines t.o the story - the news magazine Le
Point trumpeted Baulieu's "fantastic ~
oovery.• But Baulieu deplores journalists
who have presented DHEA as a panacea
for all the ills of aging.

erts ask end to old Hepatitis test
blood each year.
Leaders of blood-collection
agencies hailed the recommendations, saying they
to discard dis- wOuld help them deal with a
·blood donated by up · chronic and growing shortage
Americans each ofblood donors.
said Wednesday.
Indeed, the American Red
more reliable test Cross made an emergency
blood recipients appeal Wednesday for blood
· · C is already in donors, saying supplies are
the older test no short in three states and 10
any useful pur- nutjor cities.
Eight million Americans
convened by the
Jnatitut.es of Health donate 12 million units of
. blood annually. All the blood
is screened for mv, the virus
that call8811 AIDS, Jl8 well as
hepatitis B and C and syphilis.
The 11-member panel of
experts led by Dr. Jane F.
Desforges of the New England Medical Center in Boston made its recommendations at the conclusion of a
three-day conference on the

----------

whenever the liver is under
streas.

Desforps said blood donors
with borderline elevated ALT
•may be denied health and
life insurance and may suft'er
from amrlety and streas.•
Bill 't Teague, president of
Nm campus that drew dozens of the country's leading the Gu1f Coast Regional Blood
authorities on blood-borne Center in Houst.on, called the
:reoommendation t.o drop ALT
diseases.
They urged that the ala- testing •a wonderful change.•
"Blood banks have a credinine aminotransferase (ALT)
bility
problem," he said.
test be dropped for blood from
"People are t.old by their phyvolunteers.
Almost 2 percent ·of all sicians, 'there's nothing
donated blood is tossed out wrong with your blood' after
because of high ALT levels several thousand dollars
even though most of the worth of tests.•
The ALT test and another
150,000 donors involved each
surrogate
t.est for hepatitis B
year are not hepatitis carricore antibody were required
ers.
More than 1 million Amer- starting in 1986-87 because
icans have had their blood they helped detect donors at
reject.eel since 1986 because of higher risk of having an infec.
elevated ALT levels. The test tion known then only as non- '
measures enzymes released A, non-B hepatitis.
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nci insertion. Report
1111111'8 jmmediat.ely at 581-

111.2. A corrected ad will
8.Jllal' in the next edition.
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Help Wanted: Dairy Queen Is
taking applications for lunch
hours. Must be available 11 :0012 :30. Apply after 2· pm. 20
State Street.

---------=1123

EXPANDING OUR STAFF.
LOOKING FOR HIGH ENERGY INDIVIDUALS WITH A
SUPERIOR ATTITUDE. APPLY
IN PERSON AT JOEY'S FOR
DRIVERS AT 405 A. LINCOLN
AVE. BEFORE 11 A.M. OR
BETWEEN 2-4 P.M.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1113
hab Aide for the 3-11 shift.
Must be organized and
dependable. Exper. preferred
but will train the right person.
Apply in person 738 18th St.,
Charleston. EOE.
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Help Wanted. Lunch and dinnertime Waitress. Hong Kong
House, 1505 18th Street. Apply
in person.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1118

________

ACllOSS
t Friendly spirit
7Promising

places

m~'-------------~

Atl to l'MCI:

:__

-
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Wanted: A mature, dependable,
forceful individual to serve as
MAP Study Table Supervisor,
8-10 p.m., Mon.-Thurs. nights.
Apply in person at the Minority
Admissions Office, 113 Blair
Hall.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/17
Gandolfi Chiropractic center
telephone surveyors needed.
Part time hours Mon-Thurs. 2-8
pm, Sat 9-3 work hours of
choice, min. 15 hours, max 30
hours per week $4.75. Bonus
available. Apply in person at
2115 18th street.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1117
Comedy Coordinator position
tor University Board available in
the Union Rm 201. Application
due Tuesday Jan 17 by 11am.
Interviews will be scheduled
accordingly. For more Information call 5117.

ta-Panicky
tS China 'Cabinet
display
t 7 Montmartre
painter
Dunderhead
t i Not crisp ·
aa Game without
losers
nGreeneof
"Bonanza•
uonone's-M Chesterfields
n Latvia's capital
117 Traveler's rest
nHeadeda
committee
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PHYSICS DEPARTMENT COLLOQUIUM is hosting Dr. Jin
from of I speaking on "Reaction Dynamics of Proteins
Molecules in a Fluctuating Environmenr at 2pm in 215
bldg.
NABJ MEETING TONIGHT at 5pm in Buzzard newsroom.
INTER VARSITY CHRISTIAN Fellowship large group
tonight 7pm in the Charleston/Mattoon room.
ALPHA PHI ALPHA Fraternity, Inc. -alack & Gold School
1-14 at 9pm Sharp In the Uniwtrslty Union Ballroom. For
call Bryan Camon at 348-7995.
WOMEN'S SOCCER MEETING at 7pm Thursday In
room. Anyone interested should attend.
ART CLUB 6 IAEA meeting with Sallie Cougill on
Community at 6pm In Rm 211.
CAREER PLANNING AND Placement Center computerized
ment services free-of-charge to all students & alumni
4:30pm In Lumpkin 102.
RESIDENCE HALL ASSOCIATION meeting 5pm in
Early dnner at 4:15pm in Pemberton clning services.
BAPTIST STUDENT UNION Fun night tonight 7pm in SuH
MLKUnion.
THE AGENCY MEETING 5pm tonight in Buzzard Mac Lah
ALPHA PHI ALPHA Fraternity, Inc. "8th Annual Dr. MLK
Monday, 6pm at stairs of Thomas Hall. For more details,
Martin at 581-3191.
MINORITY TODAY WEEKLY meeting In the newsroom
6pm, and all interested persons should attend.
ROTC ORGANIZATIONAL LAB at 3P.m in the Univ.
Wear BDUs, soft cap, black bools and bring pen, paper.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Sacrament of Reco
today from 3:30-4:30 in the Newman Chapel.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Haiti Connection meeting
at 5pm at the Newman Center.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER music practice tonight at
in the Coleman Auditorium.
ETA SIGMA GAMMA meeting tonight at 6:30pm in Lantz 1
MULTICULTURAL STUDENT UNION meeting at 8pm
Kansas Rm, MLK Union.
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PLEASE Nm'E: campus Clips are run tree ol charge ONE DAY
any non-pmfll canmus omaolza!lonal event. All Clips should be
The Daily Eutem News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY
DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event llCheduled tor Thursday
milted ae a Campus Clip by NOON WedM&day. (Thursday is
Friday, Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER

WILL NOT be published. No cllps will be taken by phone. Any
Illegible or contains conllk:tlng information WILL NOT BE RUN. Cllpe
edited tor available space.
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Brian's Place - part-time D.J.
needed. Experience preferred.
Apply In person. 2100
Broadway, Mattoon. 234-4151.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1113

HELP WANTED Delivery
drMtrs and ll'Hhop help. Apply
In person. Jimmy John's Sub
Shop 1417 4th.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/13

_ ___.;..._ _ _ __ --.:Sfildent Cl Yes Cl No
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•

Must have H.S. diploma or
GED and be dependable. Apply
at 521 7th St, Charleston, M-F,
8-4, EOE.
__________1/17

Brian's Place - bartenders
needed. Apply in person, noon
- 6 p.m. 2100 Broadway,
Mattoon. 234-4151.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1113

Classified Ad Form
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Apply now for CILA. P.T.,
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evening positions working with
D.D. adults In a relaxed setting.

Programming position avail. 4
p.m.-9 p.m. $5 per hour to
assist with teaching individual
client goals. OT positions also
avail. FT or PT $5.30-5.50 per
hour. Apply In person 738 18th
St., Charleston. EOE.

_ _ _ _ __ _ _1/30

.....,.~

________

Do yoo need valuable work
experience? We 818 looking tor
responsible individuals to work
with developmentally disabled
adults in small ~ home setting. Wages start at $5/hour.
Apply in person at 1701 18th
St. 345-4224.

.
-

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1!20

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/30
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Career opp. for PT Physical Re-

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT - fishing Industry. Earn
to $3,00-$6,000+/month + benefits. Male/Female. No experience necessary (206) 5454155 ext. A57384.

TlluND&/keOOLtl
.uTBD

:_.'

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/30

NATIONAL PARKS HIRING Seasonal & full-time employment available at National
Parks, Forests $ Wildlife
Preserves. Benefits + bonuses!
Apply now for best positions.
Call: 1-206-545-4804 ext.
N57383.

libBTivm
8nBBBD
Tiu.TEL

I

...

ADULT & NOVELTY TOYS,
GAMES, and GIFTS for
VALENTINES and PARTY
PEOPLE 818 at GRAND BALL,
609SIXTHI
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/11-2110
TUXEDO RENTALS are only
$39.95 If ordered by 2128195 at
GRAND BALL, 609 SIXTH. We
also design CUSTOM WEDDING GOWNS!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/11-2110
ti .~

namt.

'H:

-~~·t:....:-

ARE 'r'OUR AUTO RATES TOO
HIGH? Call BILL HALL AT 3457023 OR STOP BY HALL
INSURANCEt.. 1010 East
Lincoln to get a quote.
_ _ _ _ _ _12112,119-11
FREE FINANCIAL AIOI Over
$6 Biiiion in private sector
grants $ scholarships is now
available. All students are eligible regardles~ of grades,
income, or parent's income.
Call
Student
Financial
Services: 1-800-263-6495 ext.
F57382.
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Tri-plex: one efficiency plus two
apartments for groups of four
people. Available fall Spring of
'95-'96. AC, Laundry, Parking,
Low utilities. 175-200 dollars
per person. Dave 234-4831
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 119-2/10
NiaH:lose to campus furnished
houses for 1995-96 school
year. 12 month lease, $1951mo.
Call 345-3148 evenings.
~~~---~~--511

Apartments for fall; 2 and 3
bedroom; near campus; newly
remodeled; 345-2416.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/13
Now leasing, 1995-96 school
year. Two-bedroom furnished
apartments. McArthur Manor
Apartment, 913-917 Fourth St.
345-2231 Monday-Friday, 8-5.
511
S=cE="t~TS~l,-N"'""G-=E=R-A_P
__A-=R=T...,...M.....E-NTS
1611 NINTH ST. Now leasing
for summer & fall '95-'96 school
year. One block east of Old
Main. Completely furnished,
heat and garbage included.
Ninth-month individual lease.
can 345-7136.
- - - . , . . . . - - -- -1/13
Nice 2 bdrm apt. available
water, trash, parking included.
Call 348-0819 leave message.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/17
2/3 BEDROOM House for
spring
semester
only.
Furnished, washer/dryer, lease
345-5728.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/13
3 bedroom furnished house for
rent. 3 blocks from campus. 1
bedroom furnished Apt across
from campus. Call 345-3059.
-----,,,-=-----1/13
Houses For Rent 1 to· 6 bedrooms, across the street from
campus. Pets welcome. B & B
Enterprises. 232-4466 This is a
Toll free Charleston Phone·
num~.

~---,---:--...,...----1~1
Fall of '95 2 people; all utilities
included. $195 each 345-6759,
if no answer, leave a message.

-~---,--=-.,,..---:-----511
Houaes for Fal; two bedrooms,
near campus. 3/4 people needed 345-2416.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/17
$200 + 112 utiHtles for room in 2
Bedroom house.
Madison.
Pets allowed 345-7632.
-=-----....,....,.,=-=-:-----:...,...,1/13
VER~
VERY
SMALL
EFFICIENCY APT. ACROSS
STREET
EAST
FROM
BUZZARD BLDG . $125 M
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY.
CALL 345-2652.

1.,

FOR SALE QN SIZE ADJ
FUTON BED, GRT COND
$200. 348-5983.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1117

anc1

Sony portable stereo with CD,
double cassette, and detachable speakers . Call Kristen
348-7888.
_ __ _ _ _ _._1/18
For sale: Kingsize waterbed
with headboard $150. Dorm
size refrigerator $50. Two person loft $120. Eric 348-5871.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/13
Bookstore style loft for sale.
Stained Brown. $100. Call 5818075.
_ __ __ _ _ _1/16
Loft bed. Good condition.
Asking $50. Call Matt 2494.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/12

Darren White of Delta Chi,
Welcome back and get excited
for formal (we'll bring the
kleenex), love, the ladies of TriSigma.
·
=------------=,.,.....,..-=--- --1/12
Phi Beta Chi Sorority informal
rush parties will be held Jan 17,
18, and 23 at Immanuel
Lutheran Student Center on 7th
Street. Questions? Call Amy at
3472.
_ _ _ __ _ _ _1/13
Come
find
out
about
ROTARACTI A meeting will be
held on Tuesday, Jan 17, 95 at
6:00 pm in Coleman Hall.
Come check us out and get a
free Subway sandwich.
_---,-:=---:::-=-:-~--1/13,17
CollEEN DELUCA of Sigma
Found watch in Stadium
Kappa: Congratulations on getParking Lot. Identify and claim
ting lavaliered to Mike Mele of
at Dally Eastern News Sigma Phi Epsilon at Northeast
Business Office, Buzzard Bldg.
Missouri State. Your sisters are
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/10,12
happy for youl
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/12
Found coat at 1627 7th St.
Identify- 345-7206.
ERIN
PETERSON of Sigma
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ 1/12
Kappa: Congratulations on getLost : Gold cross charm.
ting engaged to Dan Gabowski
Possibly around the area of Old
of Sigma Pi (Alum)I We are so
Main. Finder: please call 581excHed for you. Good Luck with
8014. Thanks.
the plans! Love, your sisters.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/17
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/12
JULIE SCHROEDER of Sigma
Kappa: Congratulations on getting lavallered "to Eric Dufem of
Pi Kappa Alphal Your sisters
Illinois Vs. Michigan-tickets 3
· are happy for youl
·
DALE. Phone 345-4905. 1-17,
1
/
12
95.
The Women of SIGMA KAPPA
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/17
would l,ike to wish everyone
All new bulbs at Jamaican Tan.
10 Sessions $35.00. 410 7th St good liick during the spring
semester!
348-0018.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/12
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/13
Santa brought us _a new
SUPER BED 15 min. sessions,
Jamaican Tan 1 o sessions
$50.00. 410 7th St 348-0018.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1113
PANTHERS WILL BE OPEN
THURSDAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY NIGHTS 10 P.M.-2:00 AM
ALL AGES WELCOME. LIVE
ENTERTAINMENT.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/12
CAPONE$ NOW AVAILABLE
FOR YOUR PRIVATE FUNCTION F,lESERVE YOUR DATE
TODAY 348-0288.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/12
Attention TECites. Wheat
Letters are needed for
Springfield TEC 158 this weekend. Plea8e call 581-2043.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1112 .
PAUL TALAGA OF DELTA CHI:
THE LADIES OF AST WOULD
LIKE TO WISH YOU A GREAT
SEMESTER.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/12
Come
find
out
about
ROTARACTI A meeting will be
held on Tuesday, Jan 17, 95 at
6:00 pm in Coleman Hall.
Come check us out and get a
free Subway sandwich.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/13,17

Make Your
Friends' birthday
1 a BIG SURPRISE
with a Birthday ad in
The Daily Eastern News

I

Advertiser_-----------~-~~

•

Phone/~ddress _ _ _ _ _ _~---•
-

i Date to run _ _ _ __ ___,Acc8pted by_ _,.

I

Cost: $12

QCash

OCheck#

HOW: Fill out the
ad below and take
it to the Student
Publications
business office
with payment.
WHEN: 3 business
days before the Id
is to be published.

•

Write your

message In the
blank to the left.

Umltyourad

me•agetq4

... a-.

When your
money's
running out,
and the rent
is coming due...
Sell your stuff
in The News'
Classifieds/

THEY
WILL

WORK
FOR
YOU!!

Hobbes

by Bill Watterson
.• ~ 9:>,
l\~

'tm" ~"THlt(G t£FT

fOR, \.\t ~'(5 'rnE
OWl'lW mMt4~ ~
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$300 (max. of 3 items). NO CHANGES OR REFUNDS. , .
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Name=-------------~-~
Address: _ _ _ _ _ __

'Phone:.

_ _ _ _ __ ,
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Message:

(one word per line)
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Dltni Rice to return for senior year
CHAMPAIGN, Ill. (AP) - strong consideration to join- asked about entering
,,,...cker
Simeon Rice ann- ing the NFL and had said as draft early.
Rice's numbers his junior
Gmleed Wednesday that he recently as Monday that he
~he

will return to the University hadn't made a decision on finf Illinois this fall for his ishing college. Pro scouts said
Rice was a likely high firsttmioryear.

season would have been difficult for the NFL scouts to
ignore. He led the Big Ten,
and was second nationally,
round draft pick.
From the opening day of with 16 sacks. He is the Illi.D.i
the 1994 season, when he had career sack leader with 33,
five sacks against Wash- and is second on the Big Ten
ington State, Rice had been all-time sack list.

Rice ended speculation
t be might forgo his senior
79ar and join the National
Football League draft eaarly.
Rice, a junior, had given

NHL __________________
t From Page 12
the CCJ11cessions during three months of often
M8ty negotiations.

Nevertheless, most seemed happy that
they'll be practicing Friday afternoon for the
first time since owners announced Sept. 30
._t the lockout would begin the next day.
"'It's our livelihood. This is what most of the
1'118 have done their whole lives. All we know
ii hockey," said Eric Weinrich of the Chicago
Blackhawk&. "We want to play hockey because
that's what hockey players do."
NHL commissioner Gary Bettman, who on
'J,Wladay night delivered the owners' take-it-orleave-it offer to union head Bob Goodenow,
laid the season would start late next week,
possibly Friday.
The regular season, probably 48 games, will
M followed by four best-of-7 playoff rounds.
The NHL normally plays an 84-game schedule, and most owners said as recently as this
week that any season shorter than 50 games
"°'11dn't be "legitimate." In the end, the ownm felt losing 36 games· from 'this season's
IChedule was a small price to take back some
or the control they lost in settling the 10-day
et;rike before the 1992 playoffs.
"'I think. players realized that something had
to change," said Edmonten general manager
Pim Sather, who had to gut a championship
included the likes of Wayne
. .. .;. . . . . mad Jui Kurri to keep
- - Pac*lington in business.
-rile----·deal the
union had been working
tmder wu better than t.errific - so good that
the league couldn't survive," Sather said.
•That's why we did what had to do in
Edmonton. Now we can survive." Bettman,

who spoke briefly, didn't answer questions
from the media and had to be asked by photographers to produce a smile, said h.e was
"thrilled that this is over." "It was important
that the league come together with the players
... to take this league to the great heights that
it can come to," he said. "I retain the optimism
tliat I've always had for the future of this
sport." Bettman ·s aid some "transitional
issues" - more minor but still essential to a
final agreement - had to be completed.
Goodenow also had little to say, answering
only a few questions before returning to
NHLPA headquarters in Toronto.
"This has been a long, difficult process, one
that has come to a conclusion that both sides
can live with," he said. "It's important that we
get the focus where it belongs - the competition." The NHL only hopes its short season
will be
competitive as the m:gotiations
were.
The lockout began over the owners' demand
for a cap on players' salaries, something the
union refused to even consider.
It finally came down to player freedom. The
NHL players went into the talks as the only
one of the major pro sports without any form
of unrestricted free agency. They fell short of
getting what they wanted.
The owners didn't want players to become
unrestricted free agents until after they
turned 32 years old. The players at first wanted it at 28 but came up to 30 last week.
The final contract gave players free agency
at 32 in the first three years and at 31 in the
last three. But because either side has the
right to scrap the agreement after the 1997-98
season, .there might be only one year in which
31-year-olds have complet.e freedom.

UB Special £vents Prese

BlllGO
Friday fan. 13 ·
9pm - 12 midnigh
Union Rathskeller
....~~..
~11 1111 ~~
~e
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OLDTOWNE MANAGEMENTINc

1408 SIXIH STREET 217 /345-6533
Now Leasing For '95-'96
• Old.etowne Apts.
• Polk Ave Apts.
• 1420 6th St. Apts.

345-C>LI>E

as

Thursday at

other's..

• Herl.tege Apts.
• 4th & Buchanan

-CANCUN

•••••••

Bottles·
10¢ Hot DOgs
20 oz Drafts 10¢ Popcorn
Bar Drinks

5UFFET EVERY TUESDAY & THURSDAY
.

5T09PM

Corner of 4th and Lincoln

anm111num1ou11J1C1.E 111

ALL YOU CAN EAT!

.PIZZA
-SPAGHETil

lt7i&

-SALAD BAR
-GARLIC BREAD

3.99

>
PLUS TAX
Children 10 and under eat for $2.00.

~

.-..

~- ~..,

.-.. .-..

SURPRISE. YOUR FRIE.NDI
Place a BIRTHDAY AD with a

PICTURE AND MESSAGl
The Dally U5tem News

.

I

Your Uncle Sam. Every year Anny
ROl'C awards sc::holamhipa to hundreds
ol talented lludents. If you qualify,
these merit-baled scboJm:sbipJ am
heli> you pay tuition and educatiooal

fees. They even pay a flat rate.far text·
books and supplies. You can also recei1e
an allowance rJ up to SIOOO each
acbool year the adlolambip is in
elfect. Find out today if you quatib

11111 IOTC
. . . . . ., . . . . . . . . . . . . CllTlll.
For dltaill, visit Room. 310, Kiehm Hall or call
511-944
.
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kling the books
r linebacker
Academic Allrecognition
er linebacker Tim Carver suceverything possible that a
player could do in a season records for tackles in a game,
the Des Moines, Iowa native
of the gridiron

tNCCesses ·outside

1 selected second team GTE
-America, after posting a 3. 90
ade point average and a 4.0
._l"l.lll£ semester. The award was
e College Sports Information
·ca.
t honor to also be recognized
," Carver said. "I Didn't expect
local academic honors, but
upper Division I schools like
Stanford. This is special.
workl've put in, the time dedi. • rm really pleased with my
· . "That God-given ability of
md studying is really paying off."
coach Bob Spoo, who guided
to a 6-5 record this season, his
season in eight seasons, has
praise for Carver and his ability
emics as well as football.

"Tim doesn't just work to excel in one area
- he wants t.o succeed at everything he does,"
Spoo said. "That what's makes him so successful. He is the epitome of the positive role
model. rm really proud he received this honor.
"This is a significant honor," Spoo said. ~It
not only recognizes his athletic achievements,
but more importantly, rewards a student-athlete who is truly a student ... first and foremost."
Carver, along with other standouts like
quarterback Pete Mauch and tailback Willie
High, both juniors who should return next
season, helped the Panthers to a 4-2 Gateway
Conference Record, which tied them for second place.
Carver's 31 tackles at the University of
Texas-El Paso on Sept. 10 shattered the
school record for most tackles in a game, topping Jeff Mills' 29 against Southwest Missouri
in 1988.
Carver's 179 tackles this past season was
seven better than Tyrone Covington's effort in
1984. His 427 career takedowns, and counting, is one better than Mills' career output ..
"All-American honors and all the awards
are special," Carver said. "But rd give it all up
for the way we finished so strong this season.
Individual honors JU"e great, but they would
have been all for not if we had a poor season."
Carver, a speech communication major who
plans to teach English upon graduation, says
he in now excited about improving in both
football and acad,emics.
.
"Both need to be carried over to next season," Carver ~d. "Having the whole positive
attitude in football I think definitely carries
over the classroom. I'm looking forward to
great things ahead."

-C hoops bus crashes
BORO, ill. (AP)
the Southern
. rsity at Carben's basketball
ded with a car
No players were
driver, Travis
ofVergennes, was
his vehicle.. for
before rescuers

could free him. He was in
guarded
condition
at
Memorial Hospital of Carbondale.
The accident occurred on
Route 127 about three miles
north ofMurphysooro at 10:40
a.m., the Jackson County
sheriff's department said.
The bus carrying 18 passengers was hit head on when

• From Page 12

, when all the conference restruc. place, then-Mid-Con commisIppoliti defended the much-expand·travel, you'll get beat on recruit"lt's always a real plus to have varan individual to travel and play."
the Mid-Con six weeks later.
ii looking to the OVC, a steady, balthat, what its lacking in expoup for in regional convenience
is currently made up of nine
located in either Tennessee,
east.em Missouri. And an affiliation
would allow Eastern to finally
ccmference that houses all its athits current situation with the
:Dillim:!n1ce in football and the Midsports.
~7ioualy

needs the OVC more than
East.em, so how can McBee sell
'the right school at the right time for

Daniels tried t.o pass a semitruck, authorities said. The
bus driver was unhurt.
Nancy Bandy, SIUC assistant athletic director, said the
team would continue its twogame road trip to Illinois
State and Indiana State on
another bus.
Deputies were investigating
the crash.

parable to that of other OVC members, and
McBee continues to sign contracts for Eastern to
play OVC schools - such as Tennessee-Martin
and Southeast Missouri - in football and basketball.
McBee also hired marketing whiz St.eve Rich
from Phio Valley school Murray State to spice
up Eastem's basketball programs in Oct.ober. ls
this any coincidence since men's basketball
could safely be considered the weakest sport in
the Mid-Con, with Street & Smith's ranking the
league dead last among Division I conferences in
the nation in November?
So hey. OVC, why not Eastern?
-i1rlngs look pretty promising," McBee said of
East.em's shot at the OVC letting the Panthers
play with them, hopefully as early as 1996.
Of COU1'88, East.em is contractually tied to the
Mid-Con for next season, but after that, an invitation to the OVC would be a welcome sight.
So good luck, Mr. McBee. We're all counting
on you.
"It's going to tab us on Sunday as much time
to get between Hartford, Conn. to Troy, Ala., as
it took us to fly from St. Louis to Honolulu in
December," Samuels said
And. Mr. McBee, please hurry.

unding _ _ _ _ _ __
are as active and
it will be important
outs and hold block

Freshman Eric Frankford,
who was moved int&.the starting lineup after Rodriguez's
injury, is second on the team
with 68 and had a game high
11 rebounds against Northeastern.
According to Samuels, the
guards are doing a good job of
.cI".WJhi.P.Llh.@. boards. Both

Derrick Landrus and Johnny
Moore are averaging 3.3 rebounds a game, a total Samuels says is good for guards.
Samuels said one of the
main problems is his squad collapsing too eaSily in the paint.
"If we do block somebody
out, we release too soon and it
goes over our head."

• From Page 12

starting to play college ball,"
Lee said. "But we believe in
ourselves and we believe in
this team and we know that
we can do really well."
• The Lady Panthers'
bench has complimented the
starters nicely. Eight members of the team have played
in every game - all of which
average over 14 minutes per
contest.
"We've got eight players
that are capable of scoring in
double digits, but you don't
know from game to game
which one is going to rise:
Klein said.
The depth of the bench has
allowed Klein to vary his
offensive attack. Garbova,
who is six-foot-two, starts the
game at the guard position,
and senior Nicky Polka plays
the point guard position.
Enter reserve point guard
Jess Laska, and Garbova
moves to the post position
while Polka moves to the
shooting guard position, or
gets a rest on the bench,
which was harder to do a
year ago.
"When I stated to get tired
last year, I didn't have anybody to come in," Polka said.
"I was really the only true
point guard on the- team."

• Although the Lady Fathers' road record of 2-3 is
not spectacular, it's their last ·
road game, a 59-52 victory
over preseason Mid-Coni;.
inent Conference favo '
Western, that is sending
team on a high note to it.
three-game road trip agaiut
Central Connecticut (Sat-urday), Troy State (M~)
and Valparaiso (Jan. 21).
"Western Was supposed 9
be the No. 1 team in our
..
ference,• Lee said. -We Jm..
we can beat anybody _ ,. ._,.
conference now.•
. "The game W.. . . ..
(74-69 Jou to Ml·•.... .. .
1u City) we dida\
at all. To come in ud
Western on the ioU is a
win," Polka said. •You
win anywhere; you juat
to come ready to play.•
• Before this seaaoa
Lady Panthers hadn•t
together a four-game
ning streak since the 1
91 season. If they defeet
Central Connecticut
Saturday, they will al
have done it twice thi1
son.
"I don't really think a
that,• Polka said. "I juet
to keep proving to pee
what our team is all abcnat.•

- Compiled by John aa.

Fire up the Zamboni
the Mid~......·

2 games,
6 states, 2 days
clithe goes, "there is no
time than the present."
fbr tbe East.em athletic
. .ll'IUD. the future could be a
mare preferable than the

48-game hockey
season salvaged
NEW YORK (AP) - The NHL season
was saved Wednesday when players
gave in to a management ultimatum
and sacrificed some freedom to play
hockey again.
Leaders of the NHL Players
Association accepted the owners' take-

it-or-else proposal, effectively ending the
103-day lockout and pulling off the
biggest save in hockey hist.ory.
Had they reject.ed the 6-year contract,
the NHL would have gone major-league
baseball one worse by becoming the first
sports league to shut down an entire
season in a labor disput.e.
"Are we happy about the scars that
have been created for the game of hockey?" asked union president Mike
Gartner. "Are we happy about losing
millions of dollars? Are we happy the

Reboun~

the time you sit down
and read this during
•llkfBst. lunch or your 8 a.m.
--"'-level Dutch class,
. .lllm Athletic Director Bob
will have already
•~ild from a week-long trip
NCAA Meetings in San
pit.cbing what has been
_ . . , 1 project m his
. . . . . priority list since tak.emc:e on June 1: getting
•r tern out ofthe MidGlllll.ti!Mmt Conference and int.o
Ohio Valley Conference.
Jra.uteen months ago,
...Imm lll8lll8d pretty cont.ant
llW-

a problem
for Panthe
By PAUL DEMPSEY
editor

.Associate 9

~10

dlllllll Jllte Cleveland Stat.e,
NCll'them Illinois and the
Univelpity of Illinois at
Chicago.

orcourse, all that has
cibanged, with six new schools
nplacing the six that hit the
Midwest Collegiat.e
Ccmference 12 months ago,
transforming the previously
aolid Mid-Con int.o more of an
island for misfit t.oys.
And it's a pretty big island,
t.oo, with the new-look MidCon stretching from Kansas
City, Missouri t.o New Britain,
Conn., quadrupling travel
time and expenditures and
making the league about as
appealing as warm beer on a
Saturday night.
Right now, the only thing
the Mid-Con has going for it is
t.hat former Chicago Bull
Craig Hodges coaches at
<liicago Stat.e.
Consider the men's and
women's basketball travel
ICbedule for this weekend in
this geographically ridiculous
league. Better yet, let men's
basketball coach Rick Samuels
aplajn it.
-We leave here, and go t.o St.
Louis on bus," he said. "We fly
fnm St. Louis t.o Detroit, then
Detroit t.o Hartford, Conn.
'lhen on the return, we go
from Hartford t.o Detroit, then
Detroit t.o Memphis ... wait, no
... yeah .•. Hartford t.o Detroit,
Memphis t.o Bim>ingham, and
then we bus for, what.ever that
is, two-and-a-half hours, t.o
Troy, .Alabama We bus back t.o
Bbmingbam, Bimringham t.o
Memphis, Memphis t.o St.
Louis, bus home."
Thia is funny. That's what
tbUI is.
• ~UBI

P.age .U

relations between owners and p
have been severely hindered? "No,
not happy about that. But we're
that hockey is hopefully going
played very .soon."
The NHLPA executive committ.ee
the contract to the union's 700members for ratification by ma
ment's noon Friday deadline.
Although they managed to si
the salary cap and payroll tax fa
by the owners, the players l;D&de
t See !OIL Page l 0

KARI SWDT/Photo editor
Eastern players Louis Jordan {left}, Michael Slaughter (middle) and Walter
Graham (right) watch a shot go up Wednesday in practice at Lantz Gyn:i. The
Panthers rely on.forwards Jordan and Slaughterfor much oftheir rebounding.

East.em's men's basketball t.eam en
year knowing it didn't have the height of
past and would probably have a s
·
that did not include a true center.
The t.eam was also.dealt a big blow w
foot.eight f~ Andre Rodriguez was
in the t.eam's first game against DePaul
decided t.o redshirt this season.
But after 12 games, the ·Panthers hold a
418 overall rebounding edge.
Yet according to head coach Rick Sam
numbers are a little deceiving.
"When we do outrebound somebody, we
bound them by a big enough cushion
overall stats show that," Samuels said!
haven't outrebounded that many teams.
"In fact, keeping people off the offi
boards has been a problem for us and it
in both games (against Central Conn
Stat.e and Troy Stat.e) this week.end if
get some people blocked oft'."
The Panthers have struggled at times
glass. Noteworthy games include Di ·
Augustana outrebounding East.em 41-40
5 and .the Panthers struggling t.o ou
smaller Chicago Stat.e t.eam 37-35 last Sa
In Monday night's game against N
Illinois, the Panthers dominated .t he
finished with a 43-22 rebounding edge.
huge improvement for the Panthers, w
outrebounded by DePaul 41-29 in th ·
game and allowed Blue Demon forw
Macon 17 overall boards.
Although the Panthers almost dou
Golden Eagles' rebound t.otal, Samuels
competition will get t.ougher.
"There's nobody as strong or as ac
Northeastern as Macon was," Samue
"Now we do have some people (at C
Connecticut and Troy ~tat.e) that may

• See REBOUNDING Page 11

Freshmen play key role in strong st
After her Golden Eagles were defeated 67-41 by the Lady Panthers Monday
in Lantz, Denise Taylor said the mental
mistakes caused by her seven freshmen
has been one of the reasons for her
t.eam's 3-8 overall record (0-4 in conference).
The Lady Panthers, on the other
hand, have a 7-4 overall record and a 31 conference record, which couldn't have
been possible without several of the
t.eam's six freshmen.
'
Coach John Klein said his youngst.ers'
lack of mental mistakes is a result of
the basketball programs they att.ended
before coming t.o East.em.
f'flle
haft-alt
'from

'*...,_ ....

successful programs,"
Klein said. "So that
right there means that
..
they understand the
.
importance of not making mental mistakes
~
because you just don't
Women's
Basketball win when (players) do
that."
notebook
Klein also said that
the retuming players have been working well with the freshmen and have
also improved greatly since last season.
"The returning kids have decided t.o
aspire and be successful," Klein said.
"Then you mix in the new kids with
them 11Dd it"a tuming out to 'be a Dice

w

mix."
Freshman Barbora Garbova l
team in scoring, with 14.2 po·
game, and 3-point field-goal pe
at .432. Allison Lee i8 third in
with 9.1 points per game and l
team in rebounds (8.2 per ga
blocked shots (1.2 per game).
Prior t.o East.em, Garbova p
the Slavakian National Team
played at Columbus High Sch
had a winning seaaon each y
played for them and went t.o
Four her senior year.
"We'll make freshmen mis
because we're oung and we'
• See
~

